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Recterfler.-

A direct current, is a unidrectional currant; that,

is, one that does not change in direction of flow, al

though it may change in value or amount.- Direct currents

are produced by voltic cells.,, dynamos,, etc.

Ar pulsating currant is a direct current that consists

of distinct and regular impulses*

A continuous currant is a steady non-pulsating

direct currant* Either a pulsating or a continuous

current may vary in valuer for example,, either may be,

say,, 50 amperes at one moment and may rise to 75 amperes

or drop to 85 amperes the next moment,, as the load con

ditions vary.- An alternating current is one that period

ically reverses in direction* flowing to and fro in a
\

conductor* An alternating currant passes, through; con?-

tinually recurring series, called cycles* The number of

cycles per second is called the frequency,, and the length

of time required to complete one cycle is called a

period. Alternating currents are in commercial uee at

frequencies varing from 25 to 140 cycles.

Frequencies such as 40 to 60 are considered best for

lighting purposes.-

Nearly all lighting systems use the alternating

current,, but there are certain kinds of necessities, thai

require the direct current only;; such as,: storage

batteries, types, of arc lamps and for electrlopating.



There are at present four common methods of con

verting the alternating current into direct current*

These are in order of use,, the motor generator set,,

the rotary converter, mercury vapor rectifier and the

Murphy rectifier* A short description of these and

connections for the last two will be given.

The motor generator set consists of two separate

complete, machines and are simply direct connected or

place on the same shaft* The motor is of the induction

motor type connected to the alternating supply* This,

is converted into mechanical power which, drives: the

direct current generator.- The rotary converter is. very

much the same as the motor generator set.- Instead of

two separate armatures, there is but one and it is so

designed as to carjjy alternating and direct current.. If

alternating currant is; supplied to the armature it will

act as. a motor and, at the same time generate direct

currant which, may be taken off by a commutator and

brushes* There ts a definite ratio between the voltages

in the two curcuita which may be easily predetermined

when designing. This is also known as a double current

generator because, if it were driven mechanically both

alternating and direct current may be taken from the

collector rings and brushes respectively.- The smaller

apparatus for rectifying current and the one used princi

pally on small loads only is the mercury vapor rectifier

and now the Murphy electricity rectifier. These



smaller types are transformers of alternating current to

direct current and the principles will thoroughly

discussed*

The vapor rectifier does not have any rotating

parts, but consists essentially of a pear shaped glass

bulb and containing two positive leads or "anodes"' in

the upper part is exhausted to as nearly a complete

vaccuum aa possible and in the lower part la mercury*

The positive terminals terminate inside the bulb

with the electrodes made of graphite or some conducting

substance which will not amalgamate with the mercury,

and which serves to conduct the currant from the ex

ternal circuit to the vapor inside.. The cathode is

formed by the mercury in the bottom of the bulb from

which the current is conducted to the external circuit,

by a platinum electrode sealed in the glass.- Near thia

terminal is another small terminal of mercury which is

just an auxiliary lead for starting. This i3 done by

tipping the bulb to one side or the other until.the

mercury bridges; across and makes connections with the

other mercury which immediately forma; an arc and

vaporizes the mercury,, thus making connections between

the positive leads or anodes and cathodes, after" this

is: established the auxiliary is cut out.- The positive

leads are. connected to the terminals of the secondary

winding of a transformer and the negative lead is con

nected, through a reactance coil to the positive side



of the load currant.- The negative side tff the load

current is connected to the middle tap of the second

ary winding.- The rectifier bulb hae a paculair prop

erty of conducting aleatic.lty in one direction only,.

i.e., from anode to cathode,, under ordinary/working con

ditions,, thus it may be considered as an electric

check valve.-

During the period when P, ( the letters corres

ponding to the ones on the diagram) is positive,, the

valve will allow current to flow from the positive

lead Pi through the vapor to the negative terminal

K.. This flow though unidractional,, is very fluctuating

and to smooth the effect, reactance is inserted.- The

explaination of the action of this type of rectifier is

very well ahown by the action of the simple recipro

cating pump.- During one half cycle the w ter may enter

at one end of the cylinder and be forced down through,

the valve leading to K.-, and during the other half

cycle water may enter.the oppoaite end of the cylinder

and aimiliary be forced through K.-

This rise and sudden drop of pressure as. the piston,

reverses causes a very fluctuating flow* This is re

duced to a steady flow by means of the air chamber

similar to the action of. the raactance coil in the direct

circuit of the rectifier* From thia there may be a

diacrepancy in that the. air chamber stores up water

under pressure, while the reactance coil does not store-

up current but builds up a magnet field there by



electrical energy*

Too explain the action of a mercury-vapor converter,

reference is first made to Fig. / which shows a closed

glass, tube d,. into the ends of which are sealed wires

that lead to a battery b.. Inside the tube the wires

terminate in electrodes a and c* The anode may be either

iron or graphite,, while the cathode o is mercury. The

air is exhausted from the tube.-

If by some means an electric arc is started from the

anode to the cathode c„ current will flow in the direc

tion indicated by the arrows.- To.: start the arc requires

either that the difference of potential between the

anode and the cathode be raised to an excessive value,

perhaps 25,000 volts, or that the tube be shaken or

tipped until the mercury forma a continuous stream bet

ween the two electrodes., and then reighted again to

break the stream* As soon as the stream is made con

tinuous,, the current folloa it,, and then when the stream

breaks, an arc is formed.. The heat of the arc immed

iately vaporizes some of the mercury,, and the vapor

reduces the resistance of the path between the two

electrodea sufficiently to allow the maintenance of an

arc and„ therefore,, the flow of current form; the anode a, to the

cathode c. As long as the current flow is not interrupted^

a,comparatively low voltage will maintain the arc.

The voltage required depends on the length 6f the

arc and not on the strength of the current;; that is, in

a given tube the voltage acroaa the arc will remain



practically constant,, even if the current strength

varies.- This may be explained by assuming that the

greater the quantity of current,, the more rapid is the

formation of mercury vaporj; hence the greater is the

conductivity of the path between the electrodes.- In all

such devices,, the formation of mercury vapor occurs at

the cathods.- With apparatus arranged as shown in Fig.

and with sufficient condensing surface, and arc once

established will continue as long aa the necessary

electric pressure in maintained between the electrodes,,

but if the arc is allowed to cease, even for an instant,

it will not start again unless either an excessively

high voltage is applied or the tube Is shaken or tilted

until the stream of mercury is monetarily continuous

between the electrodes..

Another theory is that only the inoized vapor is a

conductor of the current.- This theory has not become

fully established as yet „ but the fact remains that too

much vapor will smoother the arc*.

Ifc the vessel is not large enough to afford suffic

ient condensing surface the vapor soon oeoomea ao dense

that the arc goes out.- If. a single phase alternator

of the commercial type and mercury rectifier placed in

the circuit there would be no load thrown on the alter

nating current to direct current because the intervals

in each current cycle short aa they are,, during which,

the current is zero, are sufficient in duration for the



production of the conducting vapor to cease and the arc.:

to go out.- Experiment has shown that #v.en with

a 10,000 cycle alternating current, which gives 20,000

reversals per second-a frequence far beyond any com

mercial use- the reversals are not quick enough, to.

maintain the arc*

The Cooper Hewitt mercury vapor converter is one of

commercial use and will be explained with complete

diagram of connections*.

If the direct-current load is a storage battery,,

which ia commonly called a live load,, the converter is

started by turning the switch lever 1, fig}; Z » to the

right-hand contact j and closing both the alternating -

current and the direct-current switch q,,u.-

Current then flows from the positive terminal of the

storage battery w through, the ammeter A-cut-out magnet

k-suataining coil 1-tilting magnet n-cut-out switch p-

starting resistance r-starting switch is-3 to the

aegative terminal of the battery* On account of the

resistance r„ this current is too weak to operat the

cut-out magnet k. The tilting magnet,, however,, tilts,

the bulb until the mercury connects, the two electrodes

a^s1j the current then flows through the mercury instead

of through the tilting magnet, which is. thereby so

weakened that, the bulb falls ifeack t» ita upright

position, thua breaking the etreax.. of mercury between

a, s»' and therefore starting and arc from a to a'. The



arc is at once picked up by one of the main anodes. t,tf,

the current at first passing from the anodes to the

cathode s', but the high resistance of the arc between

8 and s» causes the bulb to be tilted again almost

immediately,, and the arc is transferred to the main

cathod a» The current is then forced back through the

sustaining coil 1„ ucut-out magnet k,. and the ammeter

to the storage battery from which the returning current

flows to the neutral point d of the transformer* The

current through the cut-out magnet, k is strong enough

to open the circuit through r and s'. The main voltage

regulation for the direct current la obtained by placing

the plugs z,.y in connection with suitable taps a,.b,c,.e„

f,g„h, located along the autotransformer coil;: the

voltage with these plugs in any position may be futber

varied somewhat by changing the position of an iron

core in the regulating coil x„ which varies the im—

edance of the coil. The plugs y,z are different In size

ao that z can only be placed in a,,b, and c, and y in.

e,f„g, and h. When the apparatus is in operation,,

both the resistance r and the tilting coil n are cut out.

Fig;: J is a diagram showing the principle parts,

of the converter laid out in a horizontal plane and

also showing the connections.. The anodes are connected

to lugs 15 and 16, the starting electrode to lug

21, which is connected to lug 19, and the cathode to

lug 22„ which ia aonnected to lug 20. The alternating-



current wires are connected through suitable fuses,

to lugs 8 and 9, respectively;: the path of the alter

nating current may be readily traced to the alter

nating-curmet switch on the awitch-board. When

thia 8witch is closed, one side of the alternating-

current circuit la connected through the awitch to

lug 1Q„ and th other aide through the awitch and the

regulator x to lug 11. Lug 10 andll, are connected,

respectively, to lug 5 and 4; and from the latter

extend flexible leads terminating in plugs y,.z. that may

be inserted into various holes in a plugboard

attached to the autotransformer, according to the

voltage transformation desired.- Lug 15 and 16 are

connected respectively, to luga 12 and 14, which , in

turn,, ax» aonnouted to lu& 5 and 7.. Frot; lu«s

5,,6, and 7, wires o»,ia, and o extend to the trans

former, q;o, being connected to the extreme ends of

the transformer coil an- m to the middle, or neutral,

point. Lug 13 is connected to lug 6 and also to the

direct-current ewitah on the switchboard.

The two lower terminals of the direct-current

switch are connected to the load- which may be a

storage battery, a motor, or lights, and also t> the

voltmeter,, aa that if the load is s storage battery ,.

its voltage may be read before closing the switch*

One terminal of the ammeter la connected to the

direct-current switch and the other through the cut-
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out magnet and the sustaining coil 1 to lug 20 on

the connection board. The middle point of the start

ing switch, to which the switch lever las pivoted, is

connected through the resistance; spools, the out-

out switch, lug 19, and the tilting magnet to lug 20*

The left-hand contact point of the starting

awitch ia connected to a terminal of the alternating-

current awitch,iand the right-hand contact point too

the negative terminal of the direct-currant awitch*

The plugs y,,z on the ends of the alternating-current

leads differ in sizes corresponding to the plugs, so

that it is not possible to insert the plugs into holes

in which they ara not intended to ga.. The autotrans-

former should be set with the plugboard vertical, so

as not to catch dust in the holes*

The eight holes in the plugboard, Fig*. 3 „ are

lettered a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h, corresponding to the

similarly lettered taps, in Figf Z, ,Table 1 gives the

plug positions necessary to secure varioua voltage

transforms tiona.- Under each, alternating-current

voltage-200, Sk;0,. or a4Q-$h« two direst-current voxtages

given in the first column are the extremes that may

be obtained, with, the pluga in. the given positions,, by

mean... of the hand regulating wheel shown at x. The

table will serve a s a guide in choosing uhe plug

conbinationa for different voltages.
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The order in which the shanges are made to raise

or lower the d irect-current voltage with any alternating-

current voltage is the same;: for example, the highest

direct-current voltage with any alternating-current

voltage is obtained with the plugs in holes d, x, and

the lowe3x with the plugs in holes a,n. If it is

desired to raise or lower the secondary voltage; by

changing the plugs, the necessary change can be made

by following the sequence given in Table 1.- A plug

position should be chosen so that the exact voltage

desired is obtained with tee regulator plunger as far as

out as possible, thus allowing the best circulation of

Table 1

Plug positions for voltage transformation

Alternating Cur- j Alternating Cur- : Alternating Cur
rent Volts 200 : rent Volts 220 : rent Volts 240

:b,f
: ojg

: 105-140 ;' °»g
80.-130 : b,f 1 95-140 : 100-130 :• b,g
75^-120 :! <*r& !: 90-130 -' b*g : 90-120 i• b,h
70-110 :: t»g : 85-120 :: c,h ; 85-110 :' a,f
65-100 ;1 b,h :- 85-95 :• b,hi ! 75-105 :• a,g
60-90 •: a,f • 80-110 ; a,s : 70-90 !: a,h
55-85 !- a,f : 75-85 •• a,f
50-70 ;• a,h : 70-100 :• a#g

: 65-95 • a,h i-

: 60-80 : -

G6

air in the interior of the regulator,

be changed while the current is on.-

The plugs should

current tilts the bulb, allowing a current to flow

across, the electrodea. a* ,s, and when the bulb rights



When starting the converter on a live load,,

it will not continue to run unless the direct-currant

voltage of the converter is great enough to force

more than about 5 amperes through the storage

battery.- If the converter starts and then goes out

in a few seconds,, the regulator handle should be turn

ed to the right,, to raise the voltage until the arc

continues* The converter will run on a lower current

when hot than when cold,, and in order to run on a

low current it, is best to start on a higher one and

then by turning the regulator handle to the left,,

when the apparatus ia warm,: reduce to the desired

current.- If when charging a storage battery the

starting awitoh is left in the central position,, the

converter will automatically cut out without injury

when the battery voltage rise enough to reduce the

charging current to about 5 amperes.

If the converter iB to be started on a load

consisting of incandescent lamps or other resistance,

which, is termed a dead load, the alternating-current

and the direct-current switches are closed,, and the

starting switch is moved to the left-hand contact,;

shown at j•, Fig.. & .. An alternating current then

flows through the resistance-the cut-out switch-the

tilting magnet-the sustaining coil-the cut-out magnet-

ammeter-and the load,,, to- the autotransformer.. This

current tilts the bulb,, allowing a current to flow

across the electrodes a1 ,.s, and whan the bulb rights
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itself the arc starts* The converter may also be start

ed by hand, by tilting the bulb through a slot in the

top of the cage. When running on a dead jboad,, the

starting switch may be allowed to remain on the left-

hand contact, and,, if the converter stops, due to the

failure of the alteranting current from any cause,, it

will automatically start again when the current returns.

The rectifier considered consisted essentially

of two graphite electrodes, a condenser,, a small high

potential transformer, two high potential spark

terminals, one consisting of a nickel alloy disc and

the other a platinum iridium loop filament.-

The platinum iridium loop forming one terminal of

the high potential circuit carries a low potential

current which maintains, the filament at a dull red

heat.- Under this condition the filament tends.

to throw off negative ions, and this tends to dissipate

any negative charge it may have and produce a positive

charge on. the filament. In addition to the above

mentioned condition, this same platinum iridium fil

ament constitutes one terminal of the high potential

alternating current transformer and as such is alt

ernately charged positively and negatively while the

corresponding opposite terminal | the nickel alloy

disc electrode )t is located, at a dictance of 3/8 inch

from the end of the hot platium loop. Under operating

conditons the distance between the above mentioned



^t*

terminals is adjusted so that the e.m.f. of the high

tention transformer alone will not quite establish an arc

across the air—gap, but with the. assistace of the stream

of negative ions, thrown off from the hot platinum iridium

dilament an arc will be established across this gap when the

direction of the negative current consides with that of

the stream of negative ions, although an arc will not

be established by the same e..m.f.- in the opposite direction.

The uni-drectional high tension arc thus established

charges, a small leyden jar condenser which disruptively

discharges through the air gap between the artificial

graphits electrodes, setting up in this air gap a high

frequency oscillatory arc- After this oscillatory arc has

broken down the high resistance of the air gap, electifity

flows from the main line to the load through the gap and the

current thus established continues during the remainder of the

particular half period in which it was started* When the

main current ceases the arc is extingushed.

During the next half period the pilot spark will not.

start the. arc because the stream of negative ions does not as cist

in breaking down the air gap when the e,m*f. ia in thia direc-

tion( i.e.. positive current from hot platinum to cold nickel

electrode) and hence there is no disruptive discharge from

the condenser to start the main current across the carbon

arc terminals.

Briefly summarizing the theory we may state that the rect

ifier consists of a graphite arc valve which has, in effect, in

infinite resistance for current in one direction but for

current in the other direction
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it has negligible resistance with a counter e„m.-f.

which consumes twenty-four volts, irrespective of the

amount of the. current.

In order to determine conclusively whether

electricity would flow through the rectifier in one

direction only or both directions photgraphic records

of the rectifier current waves were determined by

means of the Ryan Cathode Ray Oscillograph.* Thia

device ia peculiarly suited to such determinations

since its moving parts, have absolutely no mass or iner

tia* A careful examination of the oscillograph

records obtained proves absolutely that no "Reversed

Current"' passes through this recltfier when it ia

adjusted for normal operation*

The efficiency of the rectifier varies with the

conditions of operation, ther being five determining

factors, namelyr

(a) the power required to operate the potential transforiaer*,-

(b) the counter e.m.f. of the main valve ( the graphic arc),

Ca) the e.auf.- of the supply circuit,,

Cd) the power delivered to the load,

Ce) the power factor of the load circuit*

As the rectified current is uni-directional the

power factor of the. load will be unity for all cases in

which the counter e*m.f,is always positive, aa in hand

operated arc lampa, storage cells, electrolytic and

resistance loads of all kinds.. In all such cases the

efficiency of the rectifier will be represented by the



follewing equation:

Efficiency -._, 24 38
—TS - —f'E-24^ 1

16

In which

E - applied e.m.f.
I = Current supplied to load

24 = e*m.f. consumed in the air gap

38 = aatts consumed in the high transformer circuit*

The percentage of e.m.f drop at the main valve arc

is 24 hence 1—24 is the expression for the efficiency

of the rectifier neglection the power lost in the

transformer circuit, and this is the upper dLimit to

ward Which the actual efficiency approaches, as the

load current ia increased indefinitely. The values of

thia limiting efficiency for different e*m.f.. are

shown by the curve marked. *A"' on the a ccmpanying data

sheet.-

Curves, marked "B"' shows the actual efficiency of tee

rectifier for all values of current up to wwenty-five

amperes when oerating on a 120 volt circuit*

Curve marked "C* shows the actual efficiency of

!the, rectifier for all values of current up to twenty-

five amperes when operating on a 240 volt circuit.

Curves marked "B* ahowa the actual effieiency of the rect

ifier for all values of current up to twenty-five amperes

when operating on a 120 volt circuit.

From these curves it may be seen that the practical oper

ation of the rectifier en 120 volts circuits when delivering

a current of 1/2 amperes or above will be at an efficiency of



between 75$ and 80$.- Also it will be seen that when

operating on 240 volt circuit when delivering 4 amperes

or more the efficiency will be between 85$ and 90$.

While with rectifier of larger size operating on

circuits of higher e.m..f.- and delivering greater cur

rent the efficiency of rectifiers of this type may

rise somewhat above 95$ as indicated by the curves., it

should be mentioned that the particular rectifier under

test was limited to approximately 27 amperes and 500

volts the maximum effieiency being 92$..

When reactive loads are being supplied with current

the efficiency will naturally drop with a decrease in the

power factor of the load.

As a result of actual trial it is certain that the

rectifier is particularly well adapted for changing stora

ge batteries from alternating current mains.- The double

valve type should prove suitable for continuous current

arc lamps including those used for stereopticon and mov

ing picture apparatus;; the operation of X-ray apparatus

designed to use continous current and the Wehnelt inter

rupter;; and possibly it will be found suitable for

moderate sizes of continuous current shunt motors.

For every small motors of the class it will certainly

be applicable.

17
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This is the results, of the test made on the

Murphy Electricity Rectifier at Cornell University,

but the test made here was not satisfactory because

gaod results was not bbtained.-

~W
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Simple diagram of connections of Cooper Hewitt
Mercury-vapor converter.
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Diagram showing the analogy between the rectifier and reciprocating
pump.
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